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The Role of Development Professionals and
Philanthropic Advisers 

in Advancing a Just, Inclusive World



Stuff we’ll talk about today



Disclaimers



Why you are so awesome



Challenges with fundraising and 
philanthropy



🞂🞂 Train hiring team on unconscious biases
🞂🞂 Redefine “Qualifications”
🞂🞂 Disclose salary ranges
🞂🞂 Stop requiring formal education as a default
🞂🞂 Hire people with disabilities
🞂🞂 Hire formerly incarcerated
🞂🞂 Provide captions for all videos
🞂🞂 Hire ASL interpreters/live captioning for events
🞂🞂 Provide image descriptions
🞂🞂 Consider fonts that are easy for people with dyslexia 

and other neuro-diversity to read
🞂🞂 Write at a lower reading level
🞂🞂 Translate materials into different languages
🞂🞂 Remove gender-binary language (“they” is now 

perfectly acceptable instead of “he/she”)

A few things we can do to advance 
Equity, Diversity, Inclusion



Why and for whom do we 
fundraise?



Are our practices keeping up 
with changing demographics?



Are we perpetuating the 
injustice we are seeking to fight?



Community-Centered 
Fundraising



From focus on single missions 
to entire nonprofit ecosystem



From shielding donors, to
to having honest conversations about 
race, wealth disparity, social justice



From savior complex and 
othering

to enlightened self-interest



From “universal” practices to 
culturally-respectful practices



From money as the most valued 
contribution, to time and context 

equally valued



From “You” to “All of us, 
together”



From charity to justice



From fundraisers as resource 
generators to fundraisers as 

agents of social justice



Am I a gatekeeper or a gate?



Am I putting my own self-
interests above what’s good for 

the community?



What am I willing to give 
up?



🞂🞂 Invite donors to conversations about race, equity, systemic injustice
🞂🞂 Encourage and challenge donors when they are uninformed
🞂🞂 Highlight the work of other orgs in newsletters, website, social media
🞂🞂 Introduce existing donors to other missions
🞂🞂 Volunteer at the events of other organizations
🞂🞂 Call/send handwritten thank-you notes to volunteers, board members, 

clients 
🞂🞂 Ensure accessibility in all communications and events 
🞂🞂 value time donation as much as cash donation
🞂🞂 Have clients sit in VIP spots during galas
🞂🞂 Attribute success holistically, not in isolated elements
🞂🞂 Be thoughtful about sharing clients’ stories. Ask donors to share their 

stories too. 
🞂🞂 Change hiring and org practices to ensure fundraisers reflect community
🞂🞂 Avoid charity, pity, poverty tourism in communications
🞂🞂 Encourage donors to see how they too benefit from the work
🞂🞂 Think about long-term well-being of entire community, not just your 

organization

Examples of community-
centered fundraising









We are Jedi Unicorns
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